AGENDA

All times are local (CEST)

28 Wednesday

07:00 PM - 10:00 PM Welcome Party at La Casa de les Punxes. Great food, live DJ and surprises!

29 Thursday

08:30 AM - 09:20 AM BREAKFAST

09:20 AM - 10:00 AM KEYNOTE | The future of design tokens & a special announcement
Jan Six, Creator of Tokens Studio, Staff Product Designer at Github & Marco-Christian Krenn, Freelance Design System Architect

10:00 AM - 10:30 AM A Penpot-powered community design team: Fedora and Podman Desktop
Máirín Duffy, Senior Principal Interaction Designer at Red Hat & Madeline Peck, Associate Interactive Designer at Red Hat

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM SVG: Browsers vs. Editors, a light talk on a serious struggle
Martin Owens, Independent Free Software Developer at Inkscape

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM COFFEE BREAK

11:30 AM - 12:00 AM 5 essential open source design strategies we use at Nextcloud
Jan C. Borchardt, Co-founder and design lead at Nextcloud

12:00 PM - 12:30 PM The future of design and its multiple angles
Michał Malewicz, Helping designers learn at hype4.academy

12:30 PM - 01:00 PM Crafting interactive audio experiences with Penpot and SVG
Elizabet Oliveira, Senior Product Designer at Xata

01:00 PM - 02:20 PM LUNCH

02:20 PM - 03:00 PM KEYNOTE | Why both Open Source and Africa's future successes are intertwined
Peace Ojemeh (Perrie), Core Team at Open Source Community Africa

03:00 PM - 03:30 PM Designing Communities: The foundational design contribution
Mike Nolan, Associate Director at Open@RIT

03:30 PM - 04:00 PM Grid Layout special announcement and demo!
Clara García, Product Designer at Penpot and Alonso Torres, Engineer at Penpot

04:00 PM - 04:30 PM COFFEE BREAK

04:30 PM - 05:30 PM WORKSHOP | Get you own self-hosted PrivateGPT instance & query your local documents à-la-chatGPT but with 100% privacy and control
Iván Martinez Toro, Creator of PrivateGPT

07:30 PM - 09:30 PM Catamaran Experience
Music and drinks on board!
**AGENDA**

All times are local (CEST)

**30 Friday**

08:20 AM - 09:00 AM  BREAKFAST

09:00 AM - 09:30 AM  KEYNOTE | The state of Penpot & the Rise of AI  
Pablo Ruiz-Múzquiz, CEO at Penpot

09:30 AM - 10:00 AM  The challenge of design in open source projects  
Dalai Felinto, Product Manager at Blender

10:00 AM - 10:30 AM  COFFEE BREAK

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM  Transforming factories into studios: A case study of GitLab and Penpot building efficient communication channels into their products  
Veethika M, Senior Product Designer at GitLab

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM  Tell me why (ain’t nothing but a project management tool)  
Yamila Moreno, backend at Taiga & Miryam González, PO & UX at Taiga

11:30 AM - 12:00 AM  Waiting for Godot!  
Emilio Coppola, Executive Director at Godot Foundation

12:00 AM - 12:30 PM  COFFEE BREAK

12:30 PM - 01:30 PM  PANEL | Designer & Developer collaboration in the age of AI  
Hosted by Vitaly Friedman, co-founder & editor-in-chief of Smashing Magazine

01:30 PM - 03:00 PM  CLOSURE & LUNCH  
See you next year!